
Professional Goals Plan 

Topic: Effective group leadership 
Date: Friday October 11th 

Teacher: Danica Finlay 

1. Professional Goal 
During this lesson I would like to effectively 

lead group work. I believe that it is important 

for teachers to be able to lead group work 

and class discussions in a smooth way that 

involves all students' understanding and 

participation. I believe that when students 

understand the lesson/instructions being 

taught and are actively engaged, the most 

Observer: Lori Kendall 

2. Steps to Achieve Goal 

1. I will lead instructions in a 
logical order t_!}.at is easy to 
follow ~ 

2. I will ensure that each 
student is present within the 
lesson and has an 
opportunity share though , 
ideas and understandings 

3. I will use a microphone to ?>. 
assist with soft speech and 
to reach students working at 
the back of the room. 

4. I will check for 
effective learning happens. , ~v 
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understanding throughout 
the lesson and repeat 
instructions when necessary 
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,v/'~ 3. Instructions to observer: --Sh:ypd •« f>~'-' ~e.J_.. " W a. 1 b-e.d tbY- 1,.- I 
If possible, please observe at the back of the classroom to see if I am effectively _ t l -°"o ""1 
leading group work. I would appreciate it if notes were taken when students seem 'rr.tvri)l _ 
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confused, unable to hear, or are off task. Because the rocks need to be pressed into h~ . 
the playdough, I am worried that my instructions might get confusing and students 

will be playing with the playdough (off task). My hope is to make each part of the 
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lesson as smooth as possible! I) , J I / 
\rr, 3 )4 a.tt~mt:>Y\ r e.A..~ . 

Thank you so much. 
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